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Abstract
Active integration of Kazakhstan into the world community and the increasing volume of information flow
between our country and its foreign partners, and a real need of different segments of population for
operational machine translation while using the Internet, determine the relevance of machine translation
between the Kazakh language and various major world languages, like English, Russian, French, German,
and recently, Chinese languages, as well as in the vice versa machine translation. The priorities of
information interaction for the population of Kazakhstan with foreign partners and internally are mainly
defined by interaction in three languages: Kazakh, English and Russian. In this regard, it is highly relevant
to have highly efficient instrumental support machine translation for the trilingual language interaction. So
are actual research and development industrial quality machine translation systems from Russian language
to Kazakh language, and vice versa. Analysis of the state of research in the field of machine translation
from Russian into Kazakh shows that research in this area is practically nonexistent, despite the presence
of two or three commercial machine translation software products, the quality of the translation which is
not high enough. We create Kazakh-Russian translation system with using Kazakh lexical rules from
English-Kazakh and we based on the Russian-Tatar Apertium platform. And we create Kazakh-Russian
dictionary on the Apertium platform. We search and make some rules for this language pairs.
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1. Introduction
Automation and improvement of translation quality is very actual problem in
the sphere of artificial intelligence. As we know, the organization of machine
translation - a set of interrelated stages performing algorithms. In the field of
machine translation by the main topical issue there is a problem of quality of
machine translation. So far various methods of machine translation are developed
from one natural language to another.
In this article describes a problem of creating structural transfer rules for
sentences and lexical selection for the Kazakh-Russian and Russian-Kazakh language
pairs on a platform Apertium.
2. Structural transfer rules
Three type of dictionaries are used in Apertium platform for lexical
processing: monolingual dictionaries, for morphological analysis and generation of
Russian, Kazakh and bilingual dictionaries for Kazakh-Russian , Russian-Kazakh,
lexical transfer.
In the Kazakh-Russian dictionary, apertium-kaz-rus.kaz-rus.dix is filled
with words and their translations. For example:
"<dictionary>
<alphabet></alphabet>
<sdefs>
<sdef n="num" c="Имя числительное"/>
…
</sdefs>
<pardefs>
<pardef n="__num_gender">
<e> <p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="nom"/></r></p></e>
<e>
<p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="det"/></r></p></e>
<e>
<p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="ord"/></r></p></e>
…
</pardef>
<e><p><l>бір<s n="num"/></l><r>один<s n="num"/></r></p><par
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n="__num_gender"/></e>".
We create for words new paradigm for numerals. It is for do not write one
analyses for all words. In this paradigm we write gender, case, number.
And for Adjectives we create same paradigm with numerals. Adjectives has
three degrees of comparison.
<pardef n="__adj_sint">
<e><p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="nom"/></r></p></e>
<e><p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="det"/></r></p></e>
<e><p><l></l><r><s n="m"/><s n="an"/><s n="sg"/><s
n="ord"/></r></p></e>
<e>
<p><l><s n="subst"/></l><r><s n="m"/><s
n="an"/></r></p></e>
<e>
<p><l><s n="comp"/></l><r><s n="comp"/></r></p></e>
</pardef>
Then in the period of translating some words, which have two meaning, it
can be seen that sometimes words in not applied part-of-speech tag right. For
example "сорока человека". There is word "сорока" has two meaning: 1. Number "forty" and 2. View of bird - "magpie". To solve this problem we must write rules for
this situation. And in the apertium-rus.rus.rlx we write rule:
# Number: for "Сорок человек" - genitive
SELECT Gen IF (0 Num) (1 N + Gen) ;
To improve quality of translation it is very important to fill dictionary with
words with correct part of speech tags.
3. Lexical selection
All words in a sentence related in meaning. The machine translators in
translating an ambiguous word in many cases, do not translate correctly. To solve
this problem you need to use the rules of lexical selection. Lexical selection selection of the respective translation of the original proposal. [3]
Template used in the lexical selection.
<Rule> - the beginning of the rules;
<Match lemma = "specified keywords"> - defines the word;
tags = "parts of speech" - speech tag of the defining words, for example, a
noun - "n", name prilogatelnoe - "adj", t.s.s .;
<Select lemma = "Choose Your Word" - the choice of the respective
transfer "defines the word";
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tags = "parts of speech" - a tag that indicates the part of speech the word
translated treated;
</ Match>, </ rule> - closing to appropriate tags.
These lexical rules are in the open / free code platform Apertium, the
module apertium-kaz-rus.kaz-rus.lrx.
<rule>
<match lemma=”көру” ><select lemma=”смотреть”/></match>
</rule>
<rule>
<match lemma=”түс” tags=”n”/>
<match lemma=”көру” tags=”v.*”>
<select lemma=”видить” tags=”*.perf.*”/></match>
</rule>
As an example, the Kazakh word "көру" translated into Russian as "
видеть, смотреть." If the sentence " Мен түс көрдім " word " көрдім " combined
with " түс" is on the lexical rule translated as " видеть ", and in other cases,
translated as " смотреть ".
Currently we considered methods and sampling and the lexical grammar of
the variable is in their machine translators.
4. Results
Running Kazakh-Russian (and vice versa) systems translate simple phrases
and sentences. In Kazakh-Russian bilingual dictionary contains 9043 word.

5. Conclusion
As a result of the solution of these tasks were developed bilingual and
monolingual dictionaries on a platform Apertium, also were investigated structural
transfer rules for sentences and the rules of a lexical selection, was executed
experimental check and assessment of machine translation.
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